Molecular cloning and expression of cDNA encoding a brain bombesin/gastrin-releasing peptide-like peptide in goldfish.
A complementary DNA (cDNA) of 928 bp encoding a bombesin (BBS)/gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) precursor was identified from goldfish brain. Goldfish BBS/GRP messenger RNA (mRNA) encodes a 157 amino acid precursor, which contains a signal peptide sequence, the 22 amino acid putative BBS/GRP-like peptide, and a carboxy-terminal extension peptide. Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (RT-PCR) demonstrated that the mRNA for this precursor has a widespread distribution in goldfish brain, and is also present in skin, gastrointestinal tract, gonad, and gill. Phylogenetic analysis of BBS/GRP-like peptide precursors in vertebrates shows that goldfish BBS/GRP is more closely related to the known GRP precursors than to BBS precursors.